Sonnets at Breakfast

Sunday 11 March 2007
Toowoomba
Something wicked’ is how the witches describe Macbeth in Shakespeare’s popular play. But, wicked indulgence is more the theme of the 2007 Shakespeare in Queens Park Festival.

Gather a group of friends or the family, bring a picnic blanket, a bottle of wine, your most decadent nibbles, and enjoy Shakespeare’s gothic blockbuster Macbeth in Toowoomba’s most stunning location.

1-2-3-8-9-10 March • 7pm Queens Park
Matinee: 5.30pm Sunday 4 March
$28.50 Adult • $23 Concession  Macbeth bookings: 1300 655 299

Sonnets at Breakfast is set to be one of life’s more unique and enchanting indulgences, with Toowoomba’s beautiful Botanical Gardens providing the delightful backdrop.

Share gourmet picnic breakfast fare with your most special family and friends in private alfresco enclaves, while being romanced by our travelling flotilla of singers, jongleurs and sonneteers.

Ticket price includes gourmet picnic breakfast, entertainment and sparkling wine on arrival.

Cost:  $49 per person –  $45/person for table of 10
Bookings:  07 4631 1111
boxoffice@usq.edu.au
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